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1. General information
1.1. Explanation of symbols
Safety relevant information are marked by the sign next to it. Failure to follow the instructions may result in personal
injury or breakage!

Instructions marked by a yellow icon provide important information. Please read this very carefully.

This icon provides additional information.

1.2. Liability and warranty
INOTEC does not accept any responsibility or liability whatsoever for damage or consequential damage caused by
• Failure to operate the device according to the intended use
• Failure to operate the device according to the intended use
• The use of unauthorized or unsuitable somponents in conjunctions with the emergency lighting system
• Faulty installation

1.3. Correction of faults
Whenever a fault associated with connected luminaires is corrected a function test must be carried.

1.4. Safety instructions
Always read the mounting and operating instructions before installing and commissioning the device. These instructions contain
important information on the safety, use and maintenance of the device, and will protect you and prevent damage to the system.
Please examine the device carefully at point of receipt to ensure complete delivery and that no external damage exists. Please
inform the carrier immediately if there are any signs of damage - we regret that we are unable to acknowledge complaints
submitted after this point.
To avoid failures at the emergency lighting system please consider the additional information for the settings in the installation
and operating instructions of the according emergency lighting system. If you have any questions, you are welcome to contact
our representatives and our customer service.

1.5. Update
INOTEC is subject to continual improvement. A software update ensures the realisation of update and removes failures within the
software status. Please contact us to keep your system up-to date with and update and be able to use the latest functions.
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1.6. Product description
To ensure the operation of the safety device according to the standards, also in case of a power failure or case of fire, it must be
configurated, maintained and monitored.
The INOTEC devices configurator enables a simple and open insight and processing of existing, as well as to be newly created
configuration of INOTEC emergency lighting devices.
The configuration of INOTEC-TFT standard- or 4-line controller in different central battery systems CPS220/20, CPS220/64 or
CPS220/48 is possible with the software INOTEC device configurator via a computer.
Decentralised CLS emergency lighting systems can also be programmed for the fire compartment supply and their calculation of
the system load as well as the line dimensioning. Luminaires can be allocated per branch to the central monitoring unit BNSmimic panel for self-contained luminaires. In case a superordinate visualisation INOView was connected to the BNS-MTB, the
configuration of the according RTG-address is possible via intuitive menu navigation.
Configuration can be transferred between the computer and the according controller via „File Transfer Protocol“ (FTP) or with a
self-sufficient USB memory device. The data created with the configuration software can be saved on the computer, INOStick or
on a standard USB stick.
The USB memory device can be adapted in the USB-slot of the according controller. It is possible to read in the created configuration files of the memory device into the system via controller. Existing configuration can be read out at the controller via USB
memory device and edited with the software without problems.
The configurator also provides the opportunity to define automatic times of testing the function- and/or duration test.
Furthermore the application software provides the opportunity to transfer the existing and newly created configuration files via
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) between the computer and the according controller. Configuration files can be read into the computer
from the controller via „devices controller“. It is also possible to transfer the configuration created in the computer to the
according controller. The standard controller as well as the 4-line controller can be connected.
You receive the software free of charge when purchasing the INOStick. The configuration software is also available on our homepage (www.inotec-licht.de) in exchange for the device number (customer order number) as a free download.

1.7. System requirements
Operating system:

Microsoft XP, Windows VISTA

Software:		

min. Microsoft Net Framework 2.0

Resolution:		

min. 1024 x 768 pixel
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1.8. Device types
The following listed devices types can be programmed with the INOTEC configurator.
Device type

Version

Controller

RTG
data-type
New
New
New
New
New

Baud rate

Configuration

CLS 24
CLS 24 7-AH
CLS 24.1
CLS 24.1 7-AH
CPS 220/64
CPS 220/20
CPUS 220/64
CPS 220/64
CPS 220/20
CPUS 220/64
CPS 220/48.1
CPUS 220/48.1
CPS 220/48.1
CPUS 220/48.1
CPS 220/48

1.2.39
1.2.39
2.0.00
2.0.00
3.1.8

4-line
4-line
4-line
4-line
TFT

2400 (Special version 300)
2400 (Special version 300)
2400 (Special version 300)
2400 (Special version 300)
300, 2400

INOStick
INOStick
INOStick
INOStick
USB, Network

C1.B0

4-linePS2plug

New

300, 2400

INOStick

3.1.8

TFT

New

300, 2400

USB, Network

C2.B0

4-line PS2plug
4-line PS2plug
4-line DINplug
4-line PS2plug
4-line

New

300, 2400

INOStick

B12.B0

Old

300

RTG, INOLan

CPS 220/48

A11.I56

Old

300

RTG, INOLan

BNS-MTB

V1.50

Old

300

INOStick

NEA-ICU

1.8.0

Old

2400

USB, Network

The given software version of different type of devices are defined as a minimum requirement, so you can take full advantage of
the INOTEC configurator

2. Installation
To install the configurator, please insert the installation CD in the disc drive
of your computer and start the setup file with the path „Configurator/install/
setup“.
In case you want to start your installation of the configurator with a download
file, you need to activate the existing „setup file“.
Please select a language for the installation and confirm with
.

By confirming the button
destination folder.

you enter the dialogue of the
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In case the path suggested by the configurator is not intended, you can
accordingly. After determining the
change it with the button
place of installation and confirming the button
you enter the
dialogue with the component selection.

The summary of the single installation options shows up here. By setting
individual check boxes you receive your individual selection. After
you enter the dialogue to define the
confirming the button
folder for the programe link.

In case the start menu folder has been selected, you enter the dialogue
to configurate additional tasks with the button
. Changes can
be operated with the button
. It is advised to keep the suggested path.

A desktop symbol can be created by setting the check box. Via the button
you receive a summary of your settings by the following menu.
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In this overview all data configurated by you are displayed. In case they
are correct, please confirm with the button
. Via the button
you reach the previous dialogues. You can operate corrections
within there. Please do it accoding to the prior scheme to reach the
dialogue again. By confirming the button
the installation
program works accordingly.

the setup gets finished. In case the
By confirming the button
check box „Starting configuration“ was set, the configuration software
starts after finishing the installation.

3. Terminology
3.1. Geräte / Komponenten
Terminology

Explanation

CPS

The central battery system CPS is a battery-supported monitoring and supply device for emergency
lighting systems of safety and emergency exit luminaires. A modular design and the possibility
to extend the system by sub-stations and BUS sub-stations offers the optimal solution for every
requirement.

CLS

The decentralised INOTEC emergency lighting system is a supply device for the operation and
monitoring of safety- and emergency exit luminaires in protection class III. Up to 20 luminaires can
be operated per feeder in different switching modes.

Standard
Steuerteil

The standard controller consists of a TFT-screen with touch surfaces as well as an USB port. At the
USB port external components such as keyboard or storage medium can be attached. The networkcompatible TFT-controller supports 32 characters for destination typology. Relevant date can be accessed via touch screen up to luminaire level. Device configuration can be transferred between the
TFT-controller and the computer via USB port, the network (FTF) or with the direct connection. The
TFT-standard controller enables the direct connection to the superordinate visualisation software
INOView.
Via the INOWEB-interface the status information of the luminaires can be displayed with a web
browser.
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Terminology

Explanation

4-line controller

The 4-line controller supports 20 characters for the destination typology. The condition of the system (operation, battery operation, failure, charging failure) gets displayed by 4 light emitting diodes.
Via the 4 buttons in the right field of the controller the functions, which are presented in the display,
can be chosen and operated. At the Centronics-interface a common inkjet printer can be attached.
Via the PS2-interface a connection of an external keyboard for the typology or of the INOStick for
the data transfer of the configuration is possible.
Via the INOWEB-interface the status information of the luminaire can be displayed via web browser.

DPÜ

Modules for the voltage monitoring of the three phases (L1,L2,L3) of sub-distributor/illumination
circuits of the general lighting. In case of a failure of one of the three attached phases all consumers
are getting switched on.

BNS-MTB

The monitoring station BNS-MTB monitors and controls the INOTEC self-contained luminaires centrally. Depending on the version 64 or 128 self-contained luminaires can be monitored independent
of the operation mode.

NEA-ICU

The NEA-ICU-system helps the automatic testing and monitoring of safety lighting systems with
emergency power supply according to DIN VDE 0100-560 and DIN EN 50172. Three option slots
enable the reliable monitoring and controlling of up to 297 luminaires via a 2-core BUS-line without
interferences. The system, which is made to be safe, switches the attached consumer into the safe
mode independently in case of an interruption of the BUS connection => all luminaires. On the graphical OLED display detailled status information of the controller and the monitored luminaires with
typology are accessible.

LSA3

Light switch query module with 3 input channels

LSA8

Light switch query module with 8 input channels

BCS

The battery management system BCS consists of a control unit and max. 36 sensors for the battery
blocks, which are connected by a 2-core BUS. The individual block voltages and temperatures are
getting monitored by these modules.

RIf 5

In the factory the RIF5 module has been installed in the devices CPS220/64, CPS220/20, CPS220/48.1
as well as CPUS220/48.1. Next to the isolated signalling contacts the assembly offers connections
for the remote switching circuit and the current loop and can also monitor the main distributor and
battery voltage.
Via the five signalling contacts of the RIF5 the system conditions can be transferred to an external
alarm indicator. Two of the contacts can be assigned in the programming. For a temperature-controlled charge a temperature sensor (type KTY or INOTEC sensor) can be attached.

SLÜ
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The SKÜ module monitors the main distributors of the switching thresholds according to VDE 0108.
A remote switch circuit as well as a current loop can be attached. Both functions can be programmed for loop monitoring with a conclusion of a zener diode. Existing LEDs display the according status visually. The SLÜ can be attached to the internal device BUS.
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3.2. Change-over devices
3.2.1. Change-over module
3.2.1.1. CPS 220/64
CP 4x2A, CP 2x4A, CP 1x6A

CP 24V 2x2,5A

CP D.E.R.

• Four circuits 2A each

Two circuits 2,5A each

Insertion for dynamic escape route guiding system,
two circuits 2.5A each

• Two circuits 4A each
• One circuit 6A

3.2.1.2. CPS 220/48.1
SKE 2x3A, SKE 1x6A
• Two circuit 3A each
• One circuit 6A

3.2.2. BUS-sub-station - 24V
3.2.2.1. CPS 220/64
• CPUSB 24V 2x2,5A - 2 circuits 2,5A each
• CPUSB 224V 4x3A - 4 circuits 3A each
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4. Starting the application
Provided that the installation of the INOTEC device configurator has been successful, please start the application „Configurator“
on your PC.

Call up the program via the link in the start menu of Windows. The file path therefore is the following:
Start  Program  Inotec 

The displayed dialogue enables the possibility to create a new configuration by choosing a device type or to load an existing configuration.
By confirming the application file „Configurator“ the following menu
appears.
You now have the options to choose the system which needs to be
configurated via radio button. These are getting chosen in the device
type, the controller and the MTB.

4.1. Device type
With the device configurator CPS-, CLS-devices, NEA-ICU, D.E.R. as well as self-contained controller BNS-MTB can be configurated.

CPS: In case the configuration is a CLS device, the controller used in
each case needs to be chosen via the radio button.

CLS: In case it is a CLS device, you get requested to define a range of
existing circuits (2 circuits or 4 circuits).

BNS-MTB: The monitoring station BNS-MTB helps monitoring and
controlling of INOTEC self-contained luminaires. When working on the
configurations of a BNS-MTB the radion button needs to be activated
accordingly.

NEA-ICU: The NEA-ICU system helps the automatic testing of safety lighting systems with emergency supply. When working on
the configuration of a NEA-ICU the radio button needs to be activated
accordingly.

D.E.R.: Devices with dynamic escape route guidance.
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4.2. Controller
For the controller a distinction is made between the TFT-standard controller and the 4-line controller (4x20 character display).
The 4-line controller supports 20 characters with the destination text. The standard controller supports 32 characters with the
destination text

TFT-standard controller

4-line controller

4.3. BNS-MTB
The monitoring station BNS-MTB monitors and controls the INOTEC self-contained luminaires centrally.
Depending on the version, 64 or 128 self-contained luminaires can be monitored independent of their
operating mode.

4.4. NEA-ICU
Fully automatic micro-processor controlled monitoring and testing facility to monitor INOTEC
emergency network systems with ethernet- and USB-interface. For the inclusion of 3 BUS-monitoring cards with up to 99 addresses each.

4.5. Device configuration
In case an existing device configuration should be called up, it needs
to be chosen by activating the radio button „Load configuration“ and
comfirming with the button
.

After the selection the tree view of the operating system opens. There you need to select the configuration file (*.cfg), which
needs to be loaded. Depending on the storage (local or external memory storage) the path needs to be called up accordingly.
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According to the component selection or an existing configuration file the program surface of the „Device configurator“ loads by
confirming the button „OK“. You now have the possibility to organise your personal modifications.
A program window opens up divided into four sections.

Menu bar

Fast selection

Configuration dialogue

Status bar

In the upper part the „Menu list“ is located, on the left-hand an area for the „Fast selection“ of the configuration dialogue, in the
middle area the different „Configuration dialogues“ get displayed in detail and in the lower area of the program window the
„Status bar“ is located.
Depending on the selection of the components different configuration options are available.

5. Menu bar
5.1. File
For the „Data file“- selection in the menu bar the following commands are available:

14

New

Configuration of new system

Open

Calling up an existing or saved configuration (via Windows dialogue).

Save

Save the configuration in a known path

Save as

Save the configuration in a newly selected path

Save as text file

Save the configuration as a text file (.txt)

Print

Printing the configuration as a text or as a system diagram. (Therefore see
Topic Print)

Close

Close the application

INOTEC Configurator Software Operating Instructions
When saving the configuration please take into consideration that for the assignment of file names not more than 8
characters (*.CFG) are used. Special characters and space characters are not allowed!
Before configurating the device notice, that basic configuration needs to be read out of the controller and saved. When
accidentally overwriting the basic files or losing data, you can come back to the back-up.

5.1.1. Print
In the menu „File“ the according submenu can be called up via „Print“. There you
can choose between the dialogues „Configuration“ and „Device“ (scheme).

5.1.1.1. Configuration
After confirming the button „Configuration“ you get requested to choose an installed printer for the printout.
In this document the device configuration created in the configurator gets
displayed systematically. Individual
components and their parametrisation
are clearly arranged and can be identified early.

In case a PDF-printer is integrated in the system, the
document can be saved as a
*.PDF File.
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Device (scheme):

After confirming the button „Device (scheme)“ you receive a schematic diagram of the device configuration created in the configurator before. Individual components and their device position are
clearly arranged and can be identified.
In this menu you have the possibility to move the representation
horizontally and vertically. Additionally you can zoom in and out on
the representation via zooming function.
Via the button „Print“ you get directed to the dialogue, in which the
executing printer needs to be chosen.
In case a PDF-printer is integrated in the system, the
document can be saved as a *.PDF File.
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5.2. View
In the menu „View“ the following commands for displaying and arranging individual dialogues are available..
Sort the windows

Arrangement of the dialogues behind each other.

Window normal

The user has the option to move individual dialogues in the middle
part of the menu via „Drag&Drop“.

Window min.

Individual dialogues get arranged as „file tabs“ in the lower area of
the menu.

As soon as the view „Sorted“ is chosen, the prior manual configuration of individual windows is not reproducible any
more. The positions do not get stored temporary.

5.2.1. Language
In the menu „languages“ the following languages are available:
• German
• English
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5.2.2. Help
The menu „Help“ gives additional information about the software status of the device configurator:

5.3. Fast selection bar
5.3.1. Configuration
Via the fast selection bar in the left edge of the screen you can switch directly between the individual configuration dialogues.

In the section configuration „Insertion“ single insertions (CP 4x2A, CP2x4A, D.E.R., usw.) can be chosen on the IB1 and IB2. With the
help of the according combo box it is possible to branch the insertions to the configuration of the according circuit modules such
as DPÜ/B, LSA 3, LSA 8 and RIF.
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5.3.2. Parameter (Controller)
By confirming the button „Parameter“ the dialogue of the device settings (control) gets displayed.

Each device can be assigned to a destination. This for example describes the location of the device. Automatic test settings, battery monitoring mode, network settings as well as possible settings of the controller are possible in this dialogue.

5.3.3. Components
By confirming the buttons module (RIF, LSA3, LSA8 and DPÜ/B) the according configuration dialogues can be called up.
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5.3.4. FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
By confirming the button
menu gets called up.

the upload/download

This section helps the network communication with the suiting components.

 see also Chapter 8.1. Dialog Upload/Download –
Page 39
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6. Parameter (Device settings)
6.1. System parameter CPS 220/64 (TFT controller) CPS 220/20 (TFT controller) and
CPS 220/48.1 (TFT contoller)

6.1.1. Address, annex number:
The field address indicates a device address for the superordinate monitoring (is not required for the use of INOWEB). The same
applies for the field annex number.

6.1.2. Destination:
As a destination the specific description of the device needs to be defined.

6.1.3. Language:
In the dialogue system parameter the language of the controller can be defined by opening the combo box „Language“.
In case the chosen language is not available in the memory of the device, an english text guidance is provided.

6.1.4. Sub-station:
In case the device, which needs to be parametrised, is a sub-station, the check box needs to be activated. In case the activation has been done, the selection fields „Battery“, „Fan“, „Shunt“ and „Number of charger“ are deactivated and are not available
anymore.

6.1.5. Modbus:
By setting the check box „Modbus“ the internal data are getting transferred into Modbus-protocols (communication protocols). The
protocols enable communication via a network interface between the INOTEC systems and the existing building control system.

6.1.6. Number of charger:
With „Number of charger“ the charger installed in the device are indicated.
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6.1.7. Change-over time:
The value „Change-over time“ indicates the change-over time between AC- and DC-mode in miliseconds. The default value is
400ms and should only be modified after consulting the customer service.

6.1.8. Blocking:
During idle the device can be put into the mode „Blocked“. This provides the discharging of the batteries. This ensures that the
batteries are available with their fully capacity after ending the blocking.
The setting blocking defines that in case of blocking the system only the continuous lighting or also the emergency lighting gets
blocked. In this mode the luminaires are switched off.
It can be distinguished between „Maintained lighting“ and „Maintained and emergency lighting“ via radio button.
When activating the option „Maintained and emergency lighting blocked“ the emergency lighting stays turned off in the
blocked device status during a power failure.
When blocking the device via remote switch or remote monitoring the release of the system only works via this interface.

6.1.9. Manual resetting

:



By setting the check box „Manual resetting ON“ the manual resetting of the safety lighting in case of an emergency is activated.
The icon switches from black into the blue color mode.
Even when the general lighting is connected after the voltage return, the emergency lighting stays in operation till the
manual resetting.

6.1.10. Follow-up time
The follow-up time defines how long the safety lighting stays into operation after the power supply return. The time slot can
be chosen between 0-63 minutes. This funcion helps to bridge some activation time of the general time (for example ignition
process for mercury-vapor lamps).

6.1.11. Function test



:

In the function test mode the device switches into battery operation and tests the connected and registered luminaires according to their functioning. The automatic testing times are specified in the field function test. For the function tests the favoured
times are defined within days, hours and minutes via the time window. The automatic testing is only done, when the check box
„Function test active“ is set. The icon switches into the blue color mode after activating.

6.1.12. Duration test



:

The battery duration test switched the central battery device into battery mode and determines the maximum duration. For the
duration test the desired test interval can be specified in months, days, hours and minutes. The automatic test just gets executed,
when the check box „Battery duration test“ is set. The icon switched into the blue color mode after activating.

6.1.13. Battery monitoring:
In case the device is connected to a battery monitoring, you can choose
between a BCS system, a KTY or an INOTEC Temperature switch. The battery
status is displayed by a green color mode. In case no battery monitoring
is connected, please choose the radio button „Off“. The battery symbol is
displayed in red.
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6.1.13.1. BCS System:
By activating the radio button „BCS“ the battery monitoring system is connected within the system monitoring. The current
status values as well as temperature and voltage of each battery block of the battery system can be displayed comfortably in the
controller as well as in the monitoring software. Next to temperature-controlled charging also warning messages come up for
critical limits of single battery blocks up to a safety shutdown of the loading.
6.1.13.2. KTY:
By activating the radio button „KTY“ a temperature-controlled loading as well as a safety shutdown of the battery loading >85°C
is ensured. In case a battery set ≤ 75Ah is installed in the battery cabinet of the device, the KY is used factory-made.
6.1.13.3. INOTEC Temperature Switch:
By activating „Switch“ the temperature switches get connected to the system for monitoring the battery cabinet temperature.
This enables to monitor several battery cabinets (>75Ah) thermally. When exceeding a temperature >85° a safety shutdown of
the battery charging occurs. A temperature controlled charge does not take place.
A failure message occurs in case a safety shutdown of the battery charge.
6.1.13.4. Shunt information:
The shunt information should accord to the value set by the factory. Hereby an adjusting between the areas 60A and 150A is
possible via the radio boxes.
For both settings the technical requirements for the installation and the operating instructions need to be considered!

6.1.14. Battery
The battery capacity of the used batteries (Ah) in the input field is important for the capacity counter, which is integrated in the
controller. The destination of the battery serves as an information for the user.

6.1.15. Loop monitoring:
Current loop/ Remote switch
With the help of the „Loop monitoring“ the „Current Loop“ as well as the „Remote switch“ can be monitored on short circuit. By
setting the check boxes the according „Loop monitorings“ get activated..
For both settings the technical requirements for the installation and the operating instructions need to be considered!

6.1.16. Fan
The fan control offers the possibility to switch on an external fan at a predefined point of time of each hour for a freely selectable
time. The button „Start“ defines the starting point (min.), at which time of every hour the fan gets switched on. The button „Duration“ defines the length of the active runtime in minutes. Both time windows offer an adjustment range of 0-59 minutes.
An optional contact needs to be programmed on „Fan control“ in the settings of the RIF module.


see also Chapter 7.1.2.1 RIF 5 - Page 36

6.1.17. Network settings:
The network settings for the TFT controller are defined in the lower area of the menu „Device parametrising“. You receive information about the specifications from the network administrator. The information „HTML-Link/URL“ refers to a website in the network
(http://localhost/ground.pdf ), for example to a floor plan. This link is also retrievable from the INOWEB-surface of the TFT
controller.
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6.2. Device parameter CPS 220/64 (4-line controller), CPS 220/48.1 (4-line controller)
The configuration menu „Device parameter“ of the CPS device with 4-line controller does not support all functions of the CPS
system with TFT standard controller.

6.2.1. Address, device number:
The section address defines a device address for the superordinate monitoring (not required for the use of INOWEB). The same
occurs for the section unit number.

6.2.2. Destination:
The certain description of the device needs to be specified as the destination.

6.2.3. Language:
In the dialogue device parameter the language of the controller can be chosen by opening the combo box „Language“.
In case the chosen language is not available in the device, the English version is provided.

6.2.4. Sub-station:
In case the device, which needs to be parametrised is a sub-station, the check boxes need to be activated accordingly. In case the
activation has been made, the selection fields „Battery“, „Fan“, „Shunt“ and „Number of charger“ are deactivated and is not available anymore.

6.2.5. Number of charger:
„Number of charger“ defines the number of charger installed in the device.

6.2.6. Switch-over time:
The value „Switch-over time“ defines the switch-over time between AC and DC in milliseconds. The standard value is 400ms and
should only be changed after consulting the customer service.

6.2.7. Blocking:
With the setting Blocking it is defined if in case of a blocking of the system only the maintained lighting or also the emergency
lighting mode gets blocked. In this mode the luminaires are switched off.
Via radio button it can be divided between „Maintained lighting“ or „Maintained lighting and emergency lighting“.
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With activating the option „Blocking maintend and emergency lighting mode“ the emergency light stays off during the
blocked device mode in case of a network failure.

When blocking the device via switch or remote switching the release of the system can only work via this interface.
A device can be set into the status „Blocked“ during the shutdown times. This prevents the batteries from uncharging. It
ensures that the batteries are available with full capacity after releasing the blocking for the start of the operation.

6.2.8. Manual resetting-break.
By setting the check box „Manual resetting ON“ the manual reset of the safety lighting in case of an emergency is activated.
Even when the general lighting is connected after the return of voltage, the emergency lighting stays in operation till the
manual resetting.

6.2.9. Follow-up time.
The follow-up time defines how long the safety lighting still operates after the return of the network supply. This function is used
to bridge the activation time of the general lighting (For example: ignition process for mercury rapor lamps). The time frame can
be chosen in the area between 0-63 minutes.

6.2.10. Function test.
In the function test mode the devices switch into the battery operation and tests the attached and registered luminaires on their
functionality. The automatic testing times are set in the area function test. For the function test the wanted points of times can
be defined within days, hours, minutes via the time window. The automatic test can just run when the check box „Function test
active“ is set.

6.2.11. Duration test.
The battery duration test switches the central battery device into battery operation and calculates the maximum life-time of the
batteries. For the battery duration test the wanted test interval can be set within months, days, hours and minutes. The automatic
testing can just be executed in case the check box „Battery duration test active“ is set.

6.2.12. Shunt information:
The shunt information should comply with the values set by the factory. An adaption in the areas 60A and 150A via the radio
boxes is possible.
An incorrectly installed programme shunt value causes an incorrect current value!

6.2.13. Battery:
The capacity information of the installed batteries (Ah) in the entry field is important for the capacity counter installed in the
controller. The destination of the batteries helps informing the operator.

6.2.14. Loop monitoring:
Current loop / Remote switch
With the help of „Loop monitoring“ the „Current loop“ as well as the „Remote switch“ can be monitored on short circuit and
disruption. By setting the check boxes the according „Loop monitoring“ are getting activated.
For both settings the mounting and operating instructions of the emergency lighting device need to be considered!
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6.2.15. Fan:
The fan control offers the possibility to start the external fan at a predefined time each hour for a freely choosable time. The entry
field „Start“ defines the point of start (min.), when the fan needs to be turned on every hour. In the entry field „Duration“ the
length of the active term is defined in minutes. Both time windows offers an adjustment range between 0-59 minutes
In the settings of the RIF-module an optional contact needs to be programmed on „Fan control“


see also Chapter 7.1.2.1 RIF 5 - Page 36

7. Configuration
7.1. CPS 220/64 TFT
7.1.1. Insertions
In the dialogue „Device configuration“ the connection of INOTEC modules to the internal device bus can be done via a give selection of individual combo boxes.

Not activated options are displayed by grey-shaded buttons of the insertion slots.

Only by selecting the change-over devices (for example z.B. CP 4x2A, CP2x4A, CP1x6A ...) or entering the number of modules or
setting of the check box „RIF“ they are set on active. This gets displayed by a black shaded button of the according module.
After selecting the change-over device, the dialogue „Place“ configuration can be called up by confirming an actively set button
of the insertion.
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7.1.1.1. Change-over device 230V
Change-overs (4x2A, 2x4A, 1x6A)
Settings of the according circuits of the change-over devices can be done in this dialogue. Depending on the specification of
the change-over devices the number and max. current carrying capacity of the circuits differ. The change-over device „4x2A“ is
equipped with 4 circuits and loadable with max. 2A per circuit. Individual circuits need to be configurated individually.


Detailled information can be taken from the according mounting and operating instructions of the device.
Depending on the device different circuit change-overs can be chosen.

For a better allocation of individual circuits to build selections it is possible to allocate individual destinations to the circuits. They
can be assigned in the according area „Destination“.
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7.1.1.1.1. Monitoring
In the selection „Monitoring“ you can choose between three monitoring types, the selection refers to the
individual circuits. This way different monitoring types can be allocated on an change-over card of the
according circuit.

Single luminaire
monitoring

The monitoring of individual lamps works with a comparison of a reference current with the actual
current. The deviation can be displayed in percentages in the field current deviation.

Circuit monitoring

The monitoring of individual lamps works with a comparison of a reference current with the actual
current. The deviation can be displayed in percentages in the field current deviation.

No monitoring:

Connected luminaires are not getting monitored.

7.1.1.1.2. Operating mode
The single circuits can be allocated to the following switching modes.
Joker

Joker operation: Luminaires in the circuit can be switched mixed as maintained
or non-maintained lighting. This can be set at the luminaire module.

Non maintained
lighting:

Non-maintained lighting: All luminaires are turned off in network operation. .

maintained
lighting:

Maintained lighting: All luminaires are turned on in network operation.

Switched
Joker

switched Joker operation: maintained and non-maintained lighting mixed in one
circuit. The non-maintained luminaires can be switched via a typology.

Switched
maintained
lighting

Switched maintained lighting: All luminaires are switched via a typology on light
switch entries or three-phase monitoring. .

For switched maintained lighting or switched Joker operation three entry fields „External components“ are available to select
INOTEC components (LSA.. or DPÜ).
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7.1.1.1.3. External components
In the first column the module with the according address is defined – LSA3 (01-08), LSA8 (01-03), or DPÜ (01-31).).

Example: LSA8 =(Module) 01= (Address)

After selecting a component three configuration possibilities (Connection, Channel and Inversion) are activated. Respective options, which can be done via the combo boxes, need to be taken from the following positions.
7.1.1.1.4. Connection
With the link (ON) all entry channels of the modules can get chained, that means as soon as it is switched on one channel all
programmed circuits of the module switch. A typology to a certain channel is not possible anymore then, the according check
box „Channel“ is deactived (shaded grey).

7.1.1.1.5. Channel
In this column the channel or the phase of the module fixed in the first column needs to be chosen with the according combo
box. The selection options are adapted to the modules.
• LSA3 / Channel 1-3
• LSA8 / Channel 1-8
• DPÜ / L1-L3
The combo box in the section „Channel“ is only activated, when the „Link“ is deactived (OFF).
7.1.1.1.6. Inversion
The inversion defines if they query of the input works inverted. At a light switch query with inversion „ON“ the circuit gets
switched, when the entry is opened. The circuit turns on the DPÜ in closed phases, when the inversion is programmed on „ON“.
For TFT-controller elements link to a HTML-page can be deposited for each ciruit, which can be called up from the INOWEB-
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surface. (See therefor:“Dialogue device-parameter, network settings“)
7.1.1.1.7. Timer 1, Timer 2
The „Timer“ function is not active in this software status yet. For a later version of INOTEC „Device configurator“ an implementation is provided.
7.1.1.1.8. Luminaires
Setting the check boxes of the according luminaire addresses (1-20) activates the buttons. Via mouse-click on an active addressbutton a menu opens. Destinations for all connected luminaires of the circuit get assigned here.
In the dialogue luminaire configuration a destination can be specified for the luminaires. This is only possible in the monitoring
mode „Individual“.

Button

Luminaire dialog

7.1.1.2. BUS sub station (CP-US 24V 4x3A
The „CP-US 24V 4x3A“ is a 24V BUS-sub station equipped with 4 circuits. Each circuit is loadable with max. 3 A.
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The CPUS 4x3A-24V can be seen as a CLS. That means luminaires are getting programmed and addressed in the CPUS.
There they can also get programmed as individual luminaires to the LSA 4 input. Via the LSA-inputs at the controller of the CPS all
luminaires get switched on a circuit of the CPUS (individually only possible via CPUS).).
7.1.1.2.1. Operation mode
The following switching modes can be allocated to the according circuit.
Joker
(Joker-function)

Luminaires can be programmed to maintained- or non-maintained
operation within a circuit.

Switched Joker
(Switched Joker
function)

Combination of maintained- and non-maintained luminaires in one
circuit. The non-maintained luminaires can be switched by an allocation.
Three selection fields are available in the section “Ext. components”, if the
operation mode “switched Joker function” was selected.
• LSA8 01 – 03
• LSA3 01 – 08
• DPÜ 01 – 31



Please see therefore Chapter 7.1.1.1. Insertions - Page 26 - 28

7.1.1.3. Change-over devices (CP 24V 2x2,5A, CPUS 24V 2x2,5A)
The change-over devices „CP 24V 2x2,5A and CPUS 24V 2x2,5A“ are 24V components. They are supplied with 2 circuits, each
circuit is loadable with max. 2,5A.



Please see therefore Chapter 7.1.1.1. Insertions - Page 26
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7.1.1.3.1. Luminaires
By selecting („Drop Down Menu“) of the according luminaire technology (LED or D.E.R.) the
address buttons (1-20) are switched actively. Via mouse click on an active address-button the
menu „24V LED-luminaire“ or „24V D.E.R. luminaire“ opens depending on the selection „LED“
or „D.E.R.“. There the individual settings can be made.

7.1.1.3.1.1. Menu 24V LED-Luminaire
In the setting dialogue LED information (IB1, Place, Circuit, luminaire address) of the selected luminaires are displayed in the upper part. The destination typology as well as the entry of 5-digit individual address code of the luminaires (please see label on the
luminaire) needs to be done in the according section.

Switching mode:
The according luminaires can be allocated to the following modes.
Non maintained
lighting

The luminaire is switched off in network operation.

maintained
lighting

The luminaire is switched on in network operation. Furthermore the setting of the dimming
value is possible in 10% steps.

Switched
maintained
lighting

The luminaire gets on the light switch entry or
three phase monitoring via allocation.

Allocations:
In the switching mode „Switched maintained lighting“ - the allocation of up to two allocations is possible for each LED luminaire.
Via combo boxes external components LSA3 (01-08), LSA8 (01-03) and DPÜ/B (0-31) with according switch inputs and possible
inversions can be allocated.
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7.1.1.3.1.2. D.E.R. Setting dialogue (24V)
In the setting dialogue D.E.R. information (IB1, place, circuit, luminaire address) the selected luminaires are displayed in the upper
part. The destination allocation as well as the allocation of the individual address are possible in the according action.

Allocation
For each D.E.R. luminaire up to 8 allocations (switch entries) are possible. These can be chosen freely between the INOTEC components LSA3 (01-08), LSA8 (01-03) or DPÜ/B (0-31) and the according contacts of the module. Via a link all input channels of the
chosen components can be combined and allocated to the luminaire. Depending on these switch inputs the D.E.R luminaires can
change the direction of the escape route or block them.
 Please see Chapter 7.1.1.1.5. Channel- Page 28
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Indiv. Address

In the field „Indiv. Address“ the 5-digit individual address code of the luminaire (view sticker on the
luminaire) needs to be entered. .

Allocation

As an allocation a freely selectable switching contact of a module (LSA3, LSA8 or DPÜ/B) is defined. Max.
8 allocations can get defined. The allocation „8“ has been set as the highest priority, the allocation „1“ the
lowest.
Example: When an allocation „3“ is connected to the allocation „1“ with an active switch entry, allocation
„3“ dominates. Allocation „1“ is not getting attention during the active time of allocation „3“. If the priority
should be avoided, it needs to be considered that only one switching contact is active.

No channel active

In the allocated column of the dialogue „No channel active“ the status of the luminaires needs to be
configurated, which should be displayed without active switch input.

Inv

Setting the chec box „Inv“ defines, if the query of the input works inverted. In case of an active inverting (check box set) of a light switch query, the luminaires get switched, when the input is opened. The
luminaires switch on at the DPÜ/B in the closed phase, when the inversion is active.
Pictograms:
In the field of pictograms the according escape direction can be defined by setting a check box.
The following directions are possible:
Arrow left (PL)

Arrow right(PR)

Arrow down (PU)

Escape route blocked (red cross) )

Pictogram on/off (Pic)

In case an escape route is blocked, this needs to be configurated by a „cross“ in a red colour mode. A
number of representations can be combined with each other. In case no representation is chosen for the
typology, the luminaire is switched off for this condition.
BL

By activating the check box „BL“ the emergency escape direction indicator or the red cross of the according luminaires can be programmed in a flashing mode.

Pic

By setting the check box „Pic“ the pictogram gets activated according to the typology.

Dim

To each switch input a seperate „dimming value“ can be assigned in the sector „Dim“. These settings are
possible in percentages between 0% and 100%, in decimal steps via the arrow keys or via direct input.
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7.1.1.4. Change-over devices (CP D.E.R. 2X2,5)
7.1.1.4.1. FL Luminaires:
The circuit change-over devices „CP D.E.R.“ for the dynamic emergency escape route luminaires (FL-series) are 230V components.
They are equipped with 2 circuits, each of the circuit is loadable with max. 2,5A. The function of the luminaires can be programmed freely via switch entry Arrow direction, red cross, pictogramme, cross, pictogramme on/off, flashing function, dimming
value. To each luminaire 8 allocations can be assigned.


Please see Chapter 7.1.1.3.1.2. „D.E.R. Setting dialogue 24V“- Page 32
Per circuit up to 20 luminaires can be attached and addressed. The address range for the circuit is between 1-20, for the
circuit 2 between 21- 40.
The final circuit wiring needs to be done 5-core.

7.1.1.4.2. FS Luminaires:
The configuration of FS luminaires (with run light function) provides the destination route „Arrow left“ and „Arrow right“ in the
configurator. By setting the check box a run light gets created by the SEV Escape route segment luminaire.
A programming of the luminaires is only possible via SEV escape route segment-luminaire.


The FS-luminaires are getting operated at a SEV/CP D.E.R.. Additional information can be taken from the according
instruction SEV escape route segment transmitter.

7.1.1.4.3. Operation mode
For the circuits of these change-over devices only the operation mode „Joker“ is provided.

Joker (Joker operation):
Luminaires in the circuit can be switched as maintained-and non-maintained lighting.
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7.1.1.4.4. Luminaires
By selecting the luminaire type D.E.R. the address buttons are switched active. The registration of the according luminaires works
via the selection of the D.E.R. luminaire at the according address.

Consider that luminaire addresses in circuit 1 need to be covered with 1-20 and in circuit 2 from 21-40 when addressing
the luminaires.


Please see Chapter 7.1.1.3.1. „D.E.R. Setting dialogue 24V“- Page 31

7.1.2. Modules
After the according entering of the registered number of components or setting of check boxes the component dialogue can be
called up via the activated button..
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7.1.2.1. RIF
By setting the check box „RIF“ the button of the same name gets activated and the dialogue can be opened accordingly. In the
first column the allocation of the destination is possible. By selecting a radio-button in the area of the BUS-connection, the connection of the RIF module to the IB1 and IB2 needs to be programmed.

Both optional contacts of the Relaisinterface can be programmed via „Contact1“ and „Contact2“. These can be defined as closed contact or normally
open contact. Options, which need to be regarded/monitored per contact, are
connected among themselves by „ODER“.
Example:
In case the check boxes „Network failure UV“, „Blocking“ and „Fan Control“ are
set in the dialogue, all notifications are made via a failure message contact.
When the unit got blocked and the power failure of a sub-distribution exists
at the same time, it cannot be clearly identified if it is a blocking and/or NA UV.
Only a notification of all the events is made via a signalling contact.
.

Detailed information about the component „RIF“ are to be taken from
the mounting and operating instructions of the device.

7.1.2.2. LSA3 / LSA8
After the selection and number of attached LSA3/LSA83 have been entered in the according entering fieds of configuration
menu, active button are available acc. to the selection.

By confirming these buttons, you enter the following dialogues.
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In the dialogue of the LSA3 the according destination
can be defined in the according entry field. The
BUS-connection is provided for the IB2, a change of
this configuration is not possible.

In the dialogue of the LSA8 the destination name can be defined in the input field „Destination“. Via the two radio buttons IB1 and IB2 the BUS connection of the components can be
programmed.
By setting the check box „NA UV“ a notification via the LSA8 contacts in case of a power
failure of the sub-distributor of the general lighting is possible.

Per controller up to 3 LSA8 and 8 LSA3 modules can be connected to the device
bus.

7.1.2.3. DPÜ – Configuration
After the number of connected DPÜ/B is defined in the entry field, active
buttons according to the selection are available. Up to 31 DPÜ/B can be attached to the device bus IB2 or IB3 in total. The selection can be made in the
lower part of the dialogue „DPÜ/B“ via radio button.

Entry field number of
DPÜ/B

Selection device
bus

By confirming an active button the following dialogue opens to mark every registered DPÜ/B with a destination. The 31 DPÜ/B
get divided into two groups by Tab‘s 1-16 and 17-31. Components, which are registered and need to be marked with a destination are displayed in a blue color mode.
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For the allocation of the destinations you need to consider that it cannot include more than 32 characters. The usage of
special characters is not intended!
Only DPÜ/B.2 can be operated at the IB3.
A mixed mode of the DPÜ/B at the IB2 and IB3 is not possible.

8. FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
8.1. Upload/Download – Configuration
This dialogue gets called up with this button
Here configuration data can be transferred per FTP connection (File
Transfer Protocol) between the attached device and the configuration software via network. .
First the IP address needs to be entered in the according input field „IP“. After the identification of the user by entering the password „inotec“ in the field with the same name
„Password“ a request (Ping) can be send to the controller via the button „Check connection“. The active connection to the device gets tested. In case the connection cannot be
reached, the information „Device not reachable!“ comes up.
Via the button „Download configuration file“ the configuration created in the controller
gets loaded to the computer and can be seen and edited with the device configurator. It is
additionally possible to load a created configuration file via the device configurator via the
button „Transfer configuration file“ into the controller.
Via the button „View Log“ automatically created protocol data of executed processes can
be viewed.

9. Paramater (Device seting) CLS
In case the number of circuits has been entered in the entry dialogue the way it was described in Chapter 4.1 the program
surface of the CLS device opens up. You have the option in the quick selection to call up the menu of the device parameter, of the
circuits and the calculation tool.
A transfer via „FTP“ is only possible in combination with a TFT standard controller.
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9.1. Device parameter CLS
The device settings are done in the following dialogue. The menu opens up automatically after selecting the device type (Entry
dialogue) and the start of the device configurator. It is still possible to activate the program surface manually by confirming the
button
in the fast selection.

The location of the device is deposited in the description line „Destination“. In the title block of the „Series-No.“ the according
series number of the device gets entered. Via the combo box assigned behind the language for the CLS device can be chosen.
In case the language of the CLS is not available, the English translation is displayed.

9.1.1. INOWeb
Via the INOWeb - interface the status information of the CLS system including attached luminaires can be
displayed by the web browser..
When an INOWEB module is installed, it can be activated by setting the check box. The setting of the address
is only possible, when no INOWEB is installed, and the monitoring works via the integrated RTG-interface. For
active selection INOWEB the address entering is deactivated.

9.1.2. Emergency lighting follow-up time
When the network supply returns the CLS connected luminaires stay switched on for the time programmed
„Emergency lighting follow up time“. The time is freely choosable between 1 and 15 minutes. The setting „0“
deactivates the follow up time.

9.1.3. Signalling contacts
Three given signalling contacts of the device „Operation“, „Battery Operation“ and „Failure“ can be defined as closer and opener..

.
Next to the fixed notifications the notification for a fourth contact can be freely defined according to
the given check boxes. A change between closer and opener is possible.

Several notification types can be assigned to this contact. The individual notifications are linked by
„OR“.
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9.1.4. Test settings
In the field of function test and duration test an automatic testing of the system at a freely definable time is possible.

9.1.5. Function test
By activating the check box „Active“ the temporal configuration of the automatic function test is possible. In the fields of hours/
minutes the according starting time can be set. Additionally individual and several week days can be chosen at the same time
with the check boxes.

9.1.6. Duration test
An automatic duration test can be executed at a predefined point of time recurring. By activating the check box „Active“ the
temporal configuration of the automatic duration test is possible. In the sections of month/day and hour/minute the starting
time can be set accordingly.

9.1.7. Battery
The information of the battery capacity needs to be adjusted to the components installed in the device. The entry works for
information purposes.

9.1.8. Blocking
In the setting dialogue of the blocking it is defined, which operation mode „Maintained lighting“ or „Maintained lighting and
emergency lighting“ is blocked. This setting can be programmed in this section via radio button.


Please see Chapter 6.1.8. Blocking- Page 22
When activating the option „Maintained lighting and emergency lighting“ the emergency lighting stays turned off during a network failure!

9.1.9. Current loop/Remote switch
With the help of „Current loop monitoring“ the „Current loop“ as well as the „Remote switch“ can
be monitored on short circuit and interruption. By setting the check boxes the according „Loop
monitoring“ gets actived..
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9.1.10. Manual resetting
When the manual resetting is activated, the resetting of the safety luminaires after the return
of the network just takes places by manually confirming/releasing at the device or via remote
monitoring. This ensures that the emergency lighting stays turned on till the general lighting is
available at an adequate luminaire level.

9.1.11. Diming centrally
Dimming centrally activates the possibility to dim the luminaires in the final circuit via the CLS
dim module. By setting this check box the dim module gets inserted in the switching process.
With this individual or all luminaires of all emergency lighting are dimmed simultaneouly with
the ones of the general lighting.
 Detailed information can be found in the mounting and operation instructions of the
CLS24.

9.2. Current circuit CLS
After the starting phase, in which the number of circuits (2 or 4) was configurated in the dialogue, the according circuits are available to configurate now.

The number of prechosen circuits of the CLS device can be programmed within the following dialogue.
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Destination:
In the according entry field of each circuit the naming of a destination is possible. The destination text is restricted on 20 characters per circuit.
Addressing fields (logical luminaire addresses):
The registration of 20 addresses (luminaires) is possible for each circuit. One check box to activate the luminaire „Setup“ is allocated to each address. In case the check box is set, the button of the according luminaire address is darker and the configuration
menu can be called up.

The confirmation of the button with the logical luminaire addresses opens up the dialogue luminaire configuration, in which the
settings for the luminaires can be done.
Central buttons:
Via the buttons „ON“ and „OFF“ the „ticked“ luminaires of the according circuit get activated or deactivated. The button „Import“
makes it possible to import a created configuration as a (*txt) file into the according circuit.
Check box „Aktiv“:
By setting the check box all previously configurated luminaire addresses are getting integrated into the system (circuit) actively.
Without activating this check box there is not communication with the luminaires.
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9.2.1. Dialogue luminaire configuration
In the window caption the selected circuit gets displayed. At the left window border the logical luminaire
addresses (1-20) are displayed. Each luminaire has an
individual address, which needs to be assigned to a
logical luminaire address. This is printed on a sticker,
which is inside the according luminaire and registered
in the field „Ind. address“.
A destination description can be deposited for the
luminaire with up to 20 characteristics in the field
„Destination“. The switching mode defines the status of
the luminaire. It can be divided between four switching
modes.

9.2.1.1. Non-maintained lighting (BL)
Normally the luminaire is switched off. In case of a network failure UV or network failure HV the luminaire gets switched on. In
case of a network failure UV the luminaire is in network mode, in case of a network failure HV in battery mode.
9.2.1.2. Maintained lighting(DL)
In the switching mode the luminaire is also switched on in the normal mode. Via the free selectable value the luminaire can be
dimmed. In the emergency mode the luminaire switched on 100% automatically. The aim value is adjustable in 10% steps.
9.2.1.3. Switched maintained lighting (gesch. DL)
In case the switching mode switching maintained lighting is selected in the combo box, the switch entries are active. There is
the possibiliy to switch the luminaire via the switch entries of the system internal light switch query. Two allocations can be
done per luminaires.

For each allocation a dim value can be defined, which is the value, in which the luminaire is operated in an active channel. Via
the option „inv“ the entry gets inverted, the allocation gets activated for switched-off channels of the entry channel.
9.2.1.3.1. Dimming operation
Luminaires, which are programmed in this switching mode can be dimmed in the network operation via the optional CLS dimming module.
9.2.1.3.2. Luminaire (Luminaire selection)
In the right field of the menu the according luminaire type needs to be chosen. The detailed information of the luminaire type
can be taken from the according type plate.
The selection of luminaires has no impact on the configuration of the CLS system, but only helps calculating the final
circuits.
In case the selection of the luminaires attached to the configuration of the CLS system, but only helps calculating the final
circuits.
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9.3. Calculation line dimensioning
By confirming the button
system load opens up.

in the area „Quick selection“ the dialogue to calculate the required line dimensioning and

Calculation of individual
circuits

Calculation of the sum
of all circuit

9.3.1. Calculation of individual circuit
By confirming the button
the line length for different wire cross-sections of the according circuits are calculated in this
dialogue. The max. load of 3,0A per final circuit cannot be exceeded.

9.3.2. Calculation dialogue of all circuits
In this part of the calculation dialogue you first define the present device. The calculation is made depending on the manually
chosen device type. By confirming the button
of the dialogue the consumption data and the approximate operating
time of the selected configuration gets calculated and displayed. The approximate operating time can be seen as a guideline. In
the calculation dialogue you get pointed on if the current consumption exceeds 12A.
After changing the configuration data the automatic calculation does not work automatically, therefore the button
the calculation needs to be activated again.

for

9.3.3. Calculation dialogue Printing
Via the button
the list of results can
be seen in the preview menu and printed within
it.
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10. BNS-MTB
After you have selected the radio button of the MTB during the initial phase, you are now in the main menu of the BNS-MTB.

10.1. Parameter
The BNS-MTB monitors and controls the self-contained luminaires. The settings for the BNS-MTB are done in this dialogue. It can
be called up via the button „Parameter“..

10.1.1. String 2
Within the BNS-MTB there is the possibility to connect an expansion card (string 2)
10.1.1.1. Idle
„Idle“ needs to be chose, in case no expansion card is attached and the string is deactivated. In the selection only
„String 1“ is active.
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10.1.1.2. EB-luminaires
To activate the second string the radio button „EB-luminaire“ needs to be set.:

10.1.1.3 Visualisation
To use the superordinate monitoring „INOView“ ir „SVPC“ the according radio button needs to be activated. In
this application you need to consider that only 64 luminaires can be attached at a BNS-MTB via a RTG visualisation card. For this the according device address needs to be defined (1-31).

10.1.2. Language
Via the selection „Language setting“ the language (German-English) of the BNS-MTB can be defined.

10.1.3. Function test
The programming of an automatic function test works in the area with
the same name. The function test can be run at certain week days at a defined time. Via the check box „Active“ it can be activated and deactivated.

10.1.4. Duration test
The programming of an automatic function test works in the area with the
same name. The function test can be run at certain week days at a defined
time. Via the check box „Active“ it can be activated and deactivated.
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10.1.5. Remote switch
Via the remote switch (FS+/FS-) you have the possibility to block the maintained and
emergency mode or the emergency lighting via an external switch depending on the
version of the attached EB-luminaire.
By setting the check box „Loop monitoring“ the connection line can be monitored to
switch on the circuit and interruption.
 Detailed information can be taken from the operating instructions of the BNS-MTB, article number 708 129

10.1.6. Activation of luminaire addresses
Individual luminaires can be activated in this dialogue by setting the according check box on activated. Max. up to 64 luminaires
per string can be registered. Via the buttons „On“ and „Off“ the complete luminaire rows (1-20,21-40,41-60,61-64) can be switched
active and not active. Via the right buton it is possible to turn on all 64 luminaire addresses in one string

10.1.6.1. Luminaire destination
By confirming the button of a registered luminaire the following dialogue opens up.

It is possible to assign a destination to the required luminaires here. This can consist up to 20 characteristics maximum.
CLS devices/systems with 2 circuits need to be programmed identically. For these devices only 2 circuits are available.
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11. NEA–ICU
When the radio button „NEA ICU“ has been selected according to the chapter 4.1 and confirmed with Ok, the program surface
opens. You have the possibility to call up the menu of „Device setting“, „Configuration“ or „Assignment“ in the quick selection..
A transfer via „USB“ or „FTP“ is possible.

11.1. Device settings
The location of a device is deposited in the description line „Destination“. In the title block of the „System number“ the according
series number of the device gets updated. Via the pre-arranged combo box it can be chosen between the existing languages of
the NEA-ICU.
In case the language of the NEA-ICU is not available, the English translation is displayed.

11.1.1. Function test
By activating the check box „Active“ the temporal configuration of the
automatic function test is possible. In the sections hour/minute the start
time needs to be set. Additionally single and several days can be chosen
simultaneously with the check boxes.

11.1.2. Blocking
In the following picture a information display visualises that both operation modes get
blocked.
Please see Chapter 6.1.8. Blocking - Page 21
When activating the option „Maintained lighting and emergency lighting“ the emergency light stayes turned off during
the device status in case of a network failure!

11.1.3. Manual resetting
When the manual resetting is active the resetting of the safety lighting after the power returns
just works when manually confirming/releasing at the device or via remote monitoring. This
ensures that the emergency lighting stays switched on till the general lighting is available with
sufficient illuminance.
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11.1.4. Follow-up time
When the network supply returns, the luminaires connected to the NEA ICU stay turned on for the
time programmed in the check box „Emergency lighting follow-up time“. The setting „0“ minutes
deactivates the follow-up time.

11.1.5. Lines
In the area „Lines“ up to 3 BUS monitoring cards can be configurated. On option
slot 3 a RTG passive card can be selected
to connect to a superordinate monitoring.
Without registered cards an assignment of the luminaires does not take place.

11.1.6. DHCP
When putting the check „DHCP“ a dynamic assignment of the IP address is allowed. When the check is removed fixed values such
as „IP“, „Subnet mask“ and „Gateway“ can be entered.

11.1.7. Current loop/Remote switch
With the help of „Loop monitoring“ the „Current loop“ as well as the „Remote switch“ can be
monitored on short circuit and interruption. By setting the check boxes the according „Loop
monitoring“ gets activated.

11.1.8. Language
When opening the combo box „Language“ the language of the controller can be defined.
In case the chosen language is not available in the memory of the device, an English directing is
provided.

11.1.9. RTG Address
When a RTG visualisation card is attached, the according device addresses (1-31) can be set.
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11.2. Configuration
In the menu „Configuration“ the external components can be managed..
3 pieces of LSA8.1, 8 pieces of LSA3.1 or 8 pieces of DPÜ/B.2 maximum can be configurated. A mix of
the modes at the controller is not possible.

11.2.1. RIF
By setting the check box „RIF“ the button with the same name gets activated and the dialogue opens up. In the first line the
assignment of a destination is possible. The modules provide potentialfree signalling contacts. Via the free signalling contacts of
the RIF5 the system status can be transmitted to an external signalling indicator. Two of these contacts can be optionally assigned in the programming.

Example: If the check boxes „Network failure UV“ and „Blocking“ are set in a dialogue, both notifications transfer via the signalling
contact. When the system got blocked and a network failure of a sub-distribution occur at the same time, it cannot be identified
if it is a blocking or/and a NA UV. A simple notification about all events come up via a signalling contact.

Detailled information for the component „RIF“ can be taken from the installation and operating instructions of the device.
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11.2.2. LSA8/LSA3/DPUE
After the selection and number of the
attached LSA8, LSA3 or DPUE has been
entered in the according input boxes of
the configuration menu, active buttons
according to this selection are available.
In the dialogue the destination description can be defined in the input box
„Destination“.
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11.3. Occupation
At each „line“ the registration of up to 99 addresses (luminaire/user) is possible. A check box is assigned to each address to
activate the luminaire „Set up“. If the check box was set, the button of the according luminaire address is marked and the configuration menu can be called up.
When registring a NEA-SKÜ module it should be considered, that it occupies 4 following addresses. Without activating this
check box no communication to the luminaires is possible.

11.3.1. Central buttons
Via the buttons „ON“ and „OFF“ all luminaire addresses of the according circuit
are activated or deactivated. With the button „Section“ it is possible to activate a
defined address area.

11.3.2. Luminaire configuration
Every luminaire/user has an address, this address must be set at the module. A destination description for the luminaire with up
to 20 charactercs can be deposited in the section „Destination“. The switching mode defines the condition of the luminaire. It
can be divided between 3 switching modes. For one luminaire you occupy one and for a NE 4 SKÜ module 4 four user addresses.
Without activating this check box there is no communication to the luminaires.

11.3.3. Non-maintained lighting (BL)
Normally the luminaire
is turned off. In case of a
network failure UV or HV
the luminaire gets turned
on.
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11.3.4. Maintained lighting (DL)
In the switching mode maintained lighting, the luminaire is switched on also in the normal operation.

11.3.5. Switched maintained lighting
If the switched maintained lighting is chosen in the
combo box, entries can be assigned to the according
luminaire via the selection of the external components for which the luminaires turn on. 2 switch
entries can be assigned to each luminaire. The input
signal can be analysed inverted via the combo box,
which means that the luminaire turns on when the
input signal is not up.
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12. Managing the configuration
Created device configurations can be stored locally on the computer, on the INOStick or a common memory. It is recommended
to save created files on the computer to avoid data loss.
Configurations can be created with INOTEC systems or with the configuration software. It is also possible to import already created data in the controller of the system or the configuration software and edit it accordingly.
To secure a faultless data transfer of information between the INOTEC components a directory structure of INOTEC was defined.


See therefore Chapter 11.3. Directory structure - Page 49

12.1. Load configuration
After you have chosen the radio button of the configuration in the initial phase and confirmed with „OK“, the tree view of the operating system is displayeed. By selecting the according configurtion file this can be integrated to display or edit in the configuration software.

Additionally the device configurator offers the possibility to open an existing configuration during the active editing. Via the
context menu „File“ the tree structure of the operating structure can be called up with the command „Open“. Here the according
path of the file, which needs to be loaded can be opened.

12.2. Save configuration
Configurations can be saved locally via the INOTEC device configurator on the computer, INOStick or USB memory stick. Therefore the INOTEC structure needs to be considered.


See therefore Chapter 11.3. Directory structure - Page 49

Open the context menu „File“. You have the possibility to store configurations specifically with the selection of the menu „Save“ or
„Save under“. After you have chosen the saving commands, the tree structure of the operation systems opens. The INOTEC device
configuration first opens a path created during the installation (D:\INOTEC\CONF_RD) to save the configuration as a *.CFG File. In
case a different storage location is preferred, this can be called up manually.
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Created configurations must be saved on the memory stick in the register CONF_RD. Controller refer at the reading out
of configurations only on this register. In case a different register (for example CONF_WR) is chosen, the reading in is not
possible.

12.3. Directory structure computer PC / INOStick / USB Stick
 STICK
 LOGBOOK
 LOGBOOK.TXT
 BCSLBOOK.TXT
 CONF_RD
 CONFIG.CFG
 CONF_WR
 CONFIG.CFG

To display different file formats of the applications clearly and uniform, the directory structure got determined for the INO/USB-stick of INOTEC. To ensure a secured
data transfer between the according controller and INOTEC configuration software,
the following orders must be complied.
LOGBOOK:

In this register the logbook entries can be found.

CONF_RD:

The register contains the configuration files, which are getting
read into the controller.

CONF_WR:

The controller saves the configuration on the INOStick/USB Stick
in this register. The configuration can then be opened with the
configuration software and edited.

FAILURE:

Failure printouts of the controller are saved in this register.

UPD_VGA:

In this register files of the software updates of TFT Touch controller (operating process level "Backend") are stored. This file should
not be edited with INOTEC device configurator. You will find
additional information for this position in the TFT Touch operating
instructions.

UPD_GUI:

In this directory folder files of a software update of the TFT Touch
controller (operating process level „Backend“) are stored. This
file cannot be edited with the INOTEC device configurator. You
can find additional information for this position in the TFT Touch
operating instructions.

Hex

Here files for software updates are stored..

 FAILURE
 INOHex
  ICU1_8Bo.hex
 UPD_VGA
 3.0.0
 changelog.txt
 cps220
 cgi_inoweb
 UPD_GUI
 GUI-V1.0.0-rc4-15-g9799e27.gu
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13. Software status
This instruction was created on the following software conditions:
INOTEC Device configurator: Version 1.8.8
Updates of INOTEC device configurator are available on request with us or on the internet.

14. Glossary
Checkbox

The check boxes are activated with a mouse click. The setted checks symbolise an active application.

Combobox

By clicking on the arrow button the selection field with the possible settings opens up. In case the
chosen position appears in the button, this can be activated with a mouse click.

Radio button

These buttons can be turned on and off with a mouse click.

Context menu

This dialogue is described as a context menu and can be called up with a click with the right mouse
button on the according position of the menu guidance. After selecting the required functions in the
context menu, they can be activated with a mouse click..
Port

A „Port“ is described as a communications channel in the INOView Software. It is possible to request up
to 32 systems via RTG protocol with it. A port can be executed via a serial interface (COM1, COM“...) or a
networking chanel (127.0.0.1;7, 192.10.1.1;7 …).

INOLan Modul

An INOLan module is a interface which is installed between the network (TCP) and the serial interface.
This module connects your computer with the INOView server via a three-core RTG line. The triggering
of up to 32 systems is possible.
Art. No.990063

RTG-Interface

The INOTEC RTG-interface is responsible for the connection of up to 32 INOTEC emergency lighting
systems at a computer via USB-Interface or serial interface. Via two LED‘s the sending and receiving of
data is signalled.
RTG-Interface (USB) Art. No.851045
RTG-Inetrface (RS 232) Art. No.851044

RTG-Bus

The color coding of the three-core RTG-Bus is the following:
Red 		
Black
Blue		

Function test

R
T
G

Testing the function of the emergency lighting device and the user for the emergency case in DC
mode.
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Duration test

Automatical adjustable, but at least annually executed test, which tests if the battery reaches the given
-> rated duration time (normally 1h, 3h or 8h). Shutdown works automatically when recognising the ->
deep discharge protection of the battery.

Blocking device

Help the switching off of the consumer in the normal-/network operation if required. Settings of the
function in the controller of the emergency lighting device:
1.
Remote switch blocks maintained lighting: user get switched off, but in the emergency
lighting automatically turned on. .
2.
Remote switch blocks emergency Ferns lighting and maintained lighting: user also stay
turned off in emergency lighting (setting according to the standards).
No releasing according to the 5 safety rules!

Manual resetting
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Function, in which all connected consumer stay turned on in case of a network failure, till a manual
resetting comes at the device. This ensures, that it gets switched back when the general lighting is
existing and enough in rooms darkened for their use such as theatres and cinemas..
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E
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F
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I
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Lighting follow-up time
Loop monitoring
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M
Manual resetting ON
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N
NE 4 SKÜ module 4
Network failure HV
Network failure UV
Network settings
P
Parameter
Parameter (Controller)
R
Remote switch
RIF
S
Series number
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Switch entries
Switch inputs
Switch-over time
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T
TFT controller
TFT standard
Timer
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W
Web browser
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